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ICIi ¦ Vw Your GIANTknows that the most import-

| J \ ant points about an egg are its quality
JjilVl k I v V and its freshness. That is why Your
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) GIANT handles only fresh eggs and not

t ¦ ® IZ% storage .. . and only nearby fresh and
IV Ift; not Western fresh ..; for Western fresh

VVp \ 1 cannot be as fresh as nearby fresh. Be-

cause of your GIANTS high-quality egg
/ /I / standards .. . you are able to buy not

tlf I Ivy | \ y only the city's best eggs, but the city's

I f JL freshest eggs ..
. which is another reason

why you can do better at Your GIANT.

QUALITY and FRESHNESS
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Your GIANT procures its eggs by refrigerated trucks Jjj™|s'%’'

from nearby egg producing farmers whose sole atten- '
v '

Your GIANT eggs are packed under constant refri-
tion and scientific knowledge is exclusively devoted Your GIANT eggs are processed to meet geration in the familiar GIANT TOP-NOTCH, Lan-
to obtaining superior egg production. These farmers GIANT'S rigid high quality standards of caster Farms and Kitchen Queen cartons . . . crated
know an egg's quality depends on the breed, environ- "AA" and "A" grades ONLY. Each egg is and immediately placed in refrigerated trucks. GIANT
ment and proper controlled feeding of the chicken ...

individually candled and weighed . . . and fresh eggs are then rushed to your favorite GIANT
plus the most advanced sanitation and refrigeration all GIANT eggs are Government Graded store ... so that you can buy the city's best and
processes. and Dated. freshest eggs the very next morning.
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“GIANT TOP-NOTCH” JLfVdoz. U C
Grade "AA"Large All White Jr
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better foods for better living I^®*^
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